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Growing older could be unsettling and astonishing. Where do the years move? Die Laughing
includes plenty of jokes (not forgetting cartoons! (Jack Handey, writer of Deep Thoughts)
collection of jokes about growing older that makes fun of storage loss, marriages, medication,
sex, the afterlife, and far even more—) to let that laughter burst out.From the cocreator of the
celebrated Big Book of Jewish Humor comes a “ (How on the planet did this happen?funny…)
Just what exactly better way to cope with this brand-new stage of lifestyle than to laugh
about your new reality?geezer-licious”a perfect gift for nearly anyone who was simply born
before you were. Whether it’s coping with doctors, internet dating in a single’s seventies, or
unexpected bodily changes (not forgetting funny noises), some things are easier to encounter
with a smile of acknowledgement. That’s why Die Laughing may be the perfect present for
your parents, anyone celebrating a significant birthday, or any boomer with a sense of humor
whose age group begins with a 6 or higher.
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We will all die. Both stated they were filled up with laughter and enjoyment of the publication.
I worked with a fantastic patient who I believed would enjoy a few of the comics and remarks
in this book. but at least SOME of these jokes feel new to him. Just benefit from the experience
of life during the reflections I'm a hospice patient volunteer and loss of life is hardly ever a
laughing matter.Not for everyone, but a pleasant and fun read about a view of end of
existence considerations. USUALLY DO NOT WASTE your cash or hopes on this one..... Very
enjoyable. Without every joke is successful, many are, and every smile or outright laugh
proves its well worth often over, even on another read through! Great little retirement gift I
bought this as a gift for my recently retired dad. He LOVES it. He'll call me several times a
week to tell me among the jokes he read that day. I am happy he gets so much enjoyment
from it! I've enjoyed this reserve so very much that I purchased several to provide to friends.
We am really enjoying this publication.. LOL funny ! have a copy of this publication and our in-
laws loved it the moment they picked it up from our . We keep this book in the bathroom. So,
four-stars! Sour, previous, poopy sad attempts at humor. In any case they always come out
with some joke to share. My old dad has not yet heard all these jokes, thankthegods! I bought
this book Never to share with my 92-year-old father (because he's just a little sensitive about
people mentioning the "d" term), but to send and/or tell the jokes to him one-by-one. No
funnies in this one. Nice to carry on my telephone in case I need an old joke about old folks to
tell to old people who forgot the aged joke anyway.. I also purchased a copy for my buddy. It's
possible that some of the bawdier jokes will be new, as well, but I'm disinclined to tell him
those (sorry). Some folks find it amusing and some folks find it LOL funny ! .. And the purchase
price was right.!.. Only a collectcion of outdated, predictabe dopey words masquerading as
jokes Not anywhere near as funny as We had hoped and expected. We knew we had to buy
them (each) a copy when we heard them laughing out loud while reading it on our sofa. They
actually started retelling variations of the jokes at the dinner table later that night. It's a really
fun book that may make folks of all ages laugh. Although in case you are retired (or relocating
that direction) it's particularly amusing. Classic joke book Pretty good joke book with an
excellent variety of good, but mainly old, jokes.. Exceptionally funny Getting previous isn’t a
laughing matter except when you spend it with Novak’s exceptionally funny stories and jokes.
Anyone over 50 will appreciate it. He's a tough audience, with an incredible memory space for
jokes he's heard years ago . We've a copy of this publication and our in-laws and regulations
loved it the moment they picked it up from our espresso table.! Jokes fall flat and have dust
covering after that as if resurrected from someone's grandfather's closet. Ugh. No
creativeness or funny bone tickle here. Five Stars Can't stop laughing Five Stars Excellent
condition Four Stars Good Clean Jokes. Probably it has well with the senile audience,
reminiscing about their times in the Poconos, or hearing the tired struggles attempting humor
by the Rat Trap guys. Book- Die Laughing. Want I had known, by no means would have
wasted the dollars on this.
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